Abstract. This paper proposes an improved CBR approach for the identification of money transfer fraud in Mobile Money Transfer (MMT) environments. Standard CBR capability is augmented by machine learning techniques to assign parameter weights in the sample dataset and automate k-value random selection in k-NN classification to improve CBR performance. The CBR system observes users' transaction behaviour within the MMT service and tries to detect abnormal patterns in the transaction flows. To capture user behaviour effectively, the CBR system classifies the log information into five contexts and then combines them into a single dimension, instead of using the conventional approach where the transaction amount, time dimensions or features dimension are used individually. The applicability of the proposed augmented CBR system is evaluated using simulation data. From the results, both dimensions show good performance with the context of information weighted CBR system outperforming the individual features approach.
Introduction
Mobile Money Transfer (MMT) services are financial services provided by a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) that enable transfer of funds using a digital equivalent of cash (electronic money) between service subscribers through mobile channels [1] . While in developed countries MMT is merely seen as an extension to existing banking services, several developing countries, where access to banking is often challenging for individuals and businesses, tend to view mobile money transfer technologies as platforms with significant strategic and societal value in supporting financial inclusion to unbanked and under-banked populations. More than 2.5 billion adults globally lack a formal bank account, with the majority in developing countries. However, approximately 68 percent of that population have access to a mobile phone [2] . In a 2013 Gartner report [3] , the worldwide market for MMT was estimated to reach over 450 million subscribers in 2017, with a mobile transaction value of more than $721 billion. The main drives behind the success of mobile money are the explosive growth in the number of mobile devices and the drop in computing power cost, which has made mobile phones more accessible [4] .
The ability of MMT to handle large numbers of small value payments, its suitability for transferring funds worldwide in digital currencies, and the current absence of robust regulatory oversight, makes it both an attractive target for attackers and fraudsters, and an equally attractive vehicle for money laundering [5] . While in most countries Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and transaction fraud reporting is compulsory for service providers and financial institutions [1] , in many of them, existing ML legislation is not presently fit to fully accommodate the relatively young m-money markets. This absence of suitable oversight intensifies the risk exposure of MMT to fraud, money laundering and other financial misuse. For example, where proper controls are not deployed, fraudsters can get access to MMT services without disclosing their identity to the MNO, by taking advantage of prepaid phones, pooling and delegation of mobile devices [1, 6] .
A crucial observation is made at this point to distinguish between capabilities for investigating transaction fraud, as opposed to these addressing the identification of money laundering; while transaction fraud is typically recognised as most commonly associated with money laundering [1] , money laundering activity itself may technically exist in the absence of transaction fraud (e.g. through the use of mule accounts [1] ). Even more crucially, money laundering is process−driven, as opposed to transaction fraud, which is event − driven. As a consequence, AML predictive modelling is far more complex and computationally demanding than fraud monitoring, while selection of suitable Artificial Intelligence approaches becomes significantly more challenging for AML. In the context of this work we are considering the development of monitoring and predictive models for transaction fraud, and with view to merely supporting AML indirectly.
Different types of monitoring and predictive models have been proposed for identifying fraud in financial transactions streams [1] . Most are based on datadriven (machine learning) methods, typically requiring a significant amount of financial transaction historical data [7] . The challenges in obtaining real life financial transaction data sets for research purposes are well-known [8] including data protection and confidentiality, ethical issues, time, and the cost associated with collecting multiple instances of a diverse set of data sources. In addition, when real life data sets are available, these may be small in size and lack information on confirmed fraud cases and their possible taxonomies [9] . A case-based reasoning approach offers an alternative that is commensurate with the limited datasets described above. It is more transparent than black-box models, such as neural networks and has the ability to operate with limited experience, learn and improve predictive accuracy as more data becomes available [7, 10] . To the best of our knowledge, there is relatively limited literature on applying CBR to the field of financial transaction fraud detection.
In this paper, we propose an improved CBR approach by complementing standard CBR methods with machine learning capabilities for assigning parameter weights and automating the random selection of k-value in order to detect financial transaction fraud. Both the standard and proposed CBR approach were analysed using simulation dataset. We motivate the use of the proposed CBR approach by comparing it's results with that of the standard CBR.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents a short overview of related work on financial fraud detection using Case-based reasoning. Section 3 discusses our CBR system approach. In Section 4, our experiment data and implementation are presented, and in Section 5 this approach is empirically evaluated using simulated data generated with Multi-agent based simulator in [11] . Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future works.
Background
Research from the literature on predicting fraud in financial transaction services has focused on statistical, machine learning and other classification techniques and they all provide effective results. However, the design of statistical and rulebased system requires a significant amount of expert knowledge which, in turn, makes the process costly and time-consuming.
As an alternative, machine learning methods such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Bayesian belief network have been widely used to predict different types of financial transaction fraud following a data-driven approach (i.e on the basis of past observations of fraudulent / genuine transactions). For example, Bekirev et al. [12] and Mohamed et al. [13] used a feedforward approach to detect payment card fraud and telecommunication fraud respectively. In addition, the literature reports hybrid approaches, where statistical techniques are combined with neural networks to predict financial fraud. Ravisankar et al. [14] used a probabilistic neural network to identify companies that resort to financial statement fraud. Examples of prediction methods based on neural network and SVMs include [15] . However in the absence of significant size of historical data, they tend not to perform well. A detailed review of machine learning applications in solving financial fraud problems is provided by Albashrawi in [16] .
Case-based Reasoning method as an alternative to standard machine learning methods, comes with a number of advantages when applied to the field of financial transaction fraud. For example, Case-based Reasoning features has the ability to (i) learn in the absence of historical consumption data, while continuously improving when more data becomes available over time, (ii) realize knowledge transfer as spending habits evolve; as is the case where information on one transaction is exploited to improve predictions for different yet similar transactions, and (iii) provide precedent-based justification instead of justifying a solution by showing a trace of the rules that led to decision [17, 18] . One of the initial works where CBR approach was applied to the field of financial transaction fraud was published by Cheol-Soo and Ingoo [19] . They used multiagent Case-based reasoning approach to reduce the number of final-line fraud investigation in credit approval process, achieving precise results.
In [20] and [21] , promising results were produced with a simplified CBR model for monitoring and predicting financial transaction fraud. However, the predictive accuracy of that model was lower than that of a neural network of similar complexity and featured a relatively high false positive rate. As discussed in [22] , this identified weakness is considered as damaging as high false negative rates for customer trust, acutely reflecting why precision requirements for operational fraud detection systems are high, and partly explaining current reluctance to adopt unified industry-wide approaches. This paper therefore seeks to deliver improved performance by supplementing the standard CBR capabilities by using a machine learning technique to assign parameter weights in the sample dataset and automate k-value random selection in k-NN classification between the range 3,5,7 or 9.
CBR Model
This section describes our CBR system and the feature weights optimization, followed by a brief outline of the dataset used. The section concludes with a discussion of the experiments and their results.
Case Representation
The use of mobile money transfer varies widely across households due to a number of aspects of consumer behaviour like the product and brand choice, purchase amount, and income group [23] . This indicates that consumer purchase behaviour is temporal in nature. Thus, as the spending behaviour of customers is temporal in nature and most of the individuals exhibit consistent spending behaviour, an event-driven process chain of transactions can be a robust representation of the spending behaviour. Therefore, in order to represent the behavioural pattern of users, it is necessary to define events that model the MMT process. However, according to [24] , it is challenging to derive a workflow of transactions from the control flow of mobile money systems, because every user is free to use the system as they wish (for instance, the user can choose their own amounts, frequencies, communities of interests, etc.). For this reason our events representation was generated from the users behaviour in the mobile money system. For each process instance, there is pair of active users and type of transaction (i.e., (user1,CASHIN)), making the assumption that the amounts in transactions of the same type (i.e., only CASHIN, only TRANSFER, etc.) are similar, while amounts of different types of transaction are not [24, 25] . For the needs of event representation and case construction in the transaction streams, five different types of mobile-enabled financial operations available in the sample data were used, namely: Money Deposit (A), Money Withdrawal (B), Merchant Payment (C), Person-to-person transfer (D), and Airtime Recharge (E). A possible graphical representation of user's behaviour in the log trace can be seen in Fig. 1 . In mobile money transfer transaction processing, the spending behaviour contains information about the transaction amount, time gap since last transaction, day of the week, etc. The transaction amount, frequency, and time are closely related to spending behaviour of a person which are actually influenced by income, resource availability, and lifestyle of the person. In most conventional fraud detection system (FDS), the transaction amount is considered as the most important parameter for fraud detection. Also, previous research work has shown that efficiency of any FDS is associated with the amount and time dimensions separately [26] . However, we propose the classification of information into five contexts and combine them into a single dimension to capture user behaviour effectively. This gives significant improvement in accuracy over a system that considers each feature dimension individually [26] . Below are the five types of information context used: For the CBR system process representation, we start with a simple definition. Consider the total set of events E in the log file, each event is a quintuple (v i ) representing the different contexts of information for the events.
where (c n ) is the context of type n, (n = 1 . . . 5)
Each instance of query (Z m ) can be defined as:
where m is the length of the event query Z m .
For the Case base representation, each case (X) contains a description (D) with the corresponding solutions (S), i.e an outcome tag (y) associated to each event or transaction type. That is,
where
However, to classify the transaction outcome our system uses a binary classification (safe, and fraudulent), therefore n = 2.
Case Similarity
For the needs of similarity measure, the similarity between two cases is defined as a weighted average of the vector similarities. In previous work, the flexibility of weighting was not exploited, i.e all weights were simply set to the same value. However, since different vectors are obviously of different importance, we decided to take advantage of the capability of genetic algorithms to determine the optimal weights for each vector. During the retrieval process, an ordered list of k most similar cases to the query were retrieved and returned. This was implemented using a k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm. The overall similarity value was computed by weighting the local similarity of each vector (v i ). The resulting value is weighted with a value (w i ) that represents the relevance of the corresponding transaction in the global similarity computation:
where m is the length of the event query and σ(v z j , v x j ) is the similarity between the jth events in the target query and source case in the case base respectively.
CBR Model Weights
In order to exploit the flexibility of weighting all the input vectors, a Genetic Algorithm (henceforth GA) was used to calculate their weight so as to reflect the significance of each vector as determined by the GA procedure. Optimal weighting of variables using GA was extensively used in the literature, as for instance in [27] [28] [29] . The method in [27] was adapted for the configuration of GA in obtaining the optimal weights for each of the vectors. In the experiment, the GA uses a population of individuals representing the different weights, and the generation of the population evolves until the individual weights with the best performance is returned. Each individual weight contains both the vector weight and k parameter of the K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm to estimate the best number of cases that must be retrieved to classify new transactions. For the needs of configuration, the genetic algorithm was run with an initial population of 1000 individuals. Each individual contains the weights of each vector and the value of k (a random value 3, 5, 7 or 9) that the CBR model uses in the retrieval stage. Also, at the initial stage a random value was assigned to each weight, then later normalised to sum of 1. The following cycle is repeated until there is no more improvement in the performance of the best individual population:
1. Fitness Evaluation: At this stage the genetic algorithm executes a crossvalidation of the weights and k value for each individual population to generate the fitness performance. 2. Remove: After the evaluation of all the individual population, 25% of the population with the worst fitness performance was removed. 3. Cross-over: To reproduce the population that was removed (i.e 25% individual removed after the fitness evaluation), the genetic algorithm combines the individual population with the best performance. During the cross-over process, the parent individuals are taken in pairs and then combined together to form a new individual called child. The weight of each child individual contains the average weights of the parents (normalised weight) and the value of k is computed analogously. 4. Mutation: During the implementation of the mutation function, the Individuals along with their weights are chosen randomly for modification, using 5% of the population. These modification prevents local maximum values.
Experiment

Data
Obtaining transaction data from financial institutions can be difficult due to a number of reasons, such as ethical limitations, privacy issues and government or corporate policies. In addition, when such data are made available they may be small in quantity, lack information on confirmed fraud cases, or carry limited features information. Therefore, for the evaluation of our suggested approach we simulated transactions using a Multi-Agent Simulation Tool-kit (MASON) [30] that combines the behaviour and habits of several users within a Mobile money environment. Multi-agent based simulators have been extensively used in the literature to represent agents with different behaviours in a swarm, as in [11, [31] [32] [33] . In this paper, the simulator was built according to the methodology proposed in [34] and implemented using adapted multi-agent based simulator (MABS) developed by Lopez et al. [11] . Simulation walk-through: The first step of the simulation was to set up agents and their locations. Then different clients that will be present in the simulation were randomly generated, and each client is assigned an ID. A client state at each time depends on a Markov transition matrix that assigns when to change from Active to Inactive and from savings to current account, with higher limits on daily transaction. The clients in this simulation have basic operations; they can either make a deposit, withdrawal, person-to-person transfer, pay a merchant, buy airtime or decide not to perform any transaction. If a client needs to perform an action, it conducts a local search within its network to see which of its neighbours are in active state. If the search is successful, then it places a request for a type of operation using a probabilistic transition function. The request placed depends on the transition function from client account balance, daily limits on each clients account type, and user spending habits category. When the balance is high the agent has a higher probability to make a withdrawal, transfer, pay a merchant, or airtime recharge, rather than a deposit. Fig. 2 outlines these activities. However, if the search is unsuccessful, the client can delegate a request to an inactive client to conduct a local search within its own neighbourhood for a mediator. Once this is achieved a routing record is created with information about the originator of the request. At each pass, the routing record is updated with information about the intermediate requestor. At some point, if the search is successful then the delegated client places a request to perform an operation on behalf of the initial requesting client. The delegation of request stops after a search is conducted in the neighbourhood a level above the requesting clients level. For each simulation the input parameters values were modified in order the improve the quality of the simulation. A total of 2000 end users were created from different cities performing several transactions with partners either inside or outside of their network. The simulator stores transactions details in a log file and each entry contains informations such as the transaction type, amount, sender and receiver profile (Id, account type), time-stamp etc. The simulation was run for six months between 1 st of September 2013 and 28 th of February 2014. At the end of the data preparation phase a total of 141,556 transactions were generated with 282 transactions (0.2%) labelled as suspicious. The data generated by the simulation represent a realistic situation of common class imbalance problem in financial transaction dataset, where one of the classes is very large in comparison to the other one.
Experiment Implementation
The CBR approach was implemented as described in the previous section using jCOLIBRI framework [35] ; a Java framework that allows rapid prototyping of a CBR system, the development and deployment of the CBR system in real scenarios. For the needs of experiment evaluation, we compared our approach with the conventional individual feature similarity dimension as the baseline. In order to achieve this, two experiments were performed:
In the first experiment, labelled StdCBR (Standard CBR), the flexibility of weighting individual features was not exploited. All weights were assumed to be normalized and of equal importance for both feature dimensions i.e equal for individual feature dimension and classification of features in to five contexts. The global similarity measure was computed using Euclidean distance:
where w i is the weight of vector (attribute) i, Z is the query (new case), X is the source (retrieved case), m is the number of vectors in each case, and i is an individual vector from 1 to m. As a potential improvement in the second experiment a featured weighted CBR system was carried out (FWCBR); relevant optimal weights for the features were assigned using a genetic algorithm and the value of k was computed analogously for both feature dimensions. The similarity function was computed by optimally combining the individual local similarity of (v i ) into a global similarity as discussed in section 3.2. For the needs of experiment evaluation due to the computational cost of genetic algorithm, the number of transaction data used from the simulation dataset were limited to 2000 out of which 0.084% were labelled as fraudulent. Only 25 users who had done more than 60 transactions (average transaction generated by the end users) were randomly selected. The experiments were ran for 10 iterations and the average was taken for the final classification result. For better precision, 5-fold cross validation was used.
Experimental Results (Evaluation)
In this section we present prediction performance results for both models FWCBR and StdCBR with K= 3. Use of larger values of k in the experiment did not present any significantly different results. The results associated to each model are shown in Tables I to IV. The standard CBR model (StdCBR) without weight optimization is used as a baseline for understanding the ground necessary for a conventional CBR system to solve the classification problem. The model shows extremely good results for a weighted context of information dimension (Table  3 ) with recall and precision levels of approximately 93% and 86% respectively. Although the standard CBR model with individual feature dimension shows the capability of detecting the positive class (78%), it features a low recall value (0.46%). Table 4 describes the average accuracy for both models using the two different feature dimensions.The performance of all the four models exceeds 90%, with the weighted CBR system (FW-CBR) based on the context of information perspective leading (98%), as shown in Table 4 . Fig. 3 shows results from the developed CBR system. From the interface, 3 nearest neighbours can be seen for each new case, classification score (fraud as 1 and non-fruad as 0), as well as their similarity performance. This can provide a good insight into a number of final line case investigation for experts after the existing detection system has been utilised. In this paper, an enhanced CBR model is proposed with the aim of improving the performance of standard CBR systems for fraud identification in Mobile Money Transfer (MMT). The enhanced system uses a combination of CBR and GA as a tool to optimize the significance level (weights) of the features. For the evaluation, instead of using the conventional approach where the transaction amount, time dimensions or features dimension are used individually, we classify the log information from the simulation data into five contexts and then combine them into a single dimension. Results demonstrate that the classification of log information into five contexts improves the performance of our proposed weighted CBR system with prediction accuracy of 0.97% and 0.98% for the two feature dimension perspectives. In addition, the ranking of clusters of transaction neighbours for new cases in the summary window may operate as an effective tool for experts to develop preliminary insight into suspicious transactions which can then be investigated in more detail. The computational complexity associated with the use of genetic algorithms is seen as one of the major challenges in our approach and more emphasis is placed in future work on reducing computation cost to improve the scalability of our proposed system.
